Abstract-It's well known machine learning from examples is an effective method to solve non-linear classification problem. A new dynamic method of machine learning from transition example is given in this paper. This method can improve the traditional method ID3 which learns from static eigenvalues of examples. The limits of the traditional method ID3 lie on no comprehension and no memory, especially, no the varieties and dynamic correlation of eigenvalues. In the new method, it can learn from dynamic eigenvalues, the change of data can be learned because the training data is the initial eigenvalue and the end eigenvalue in the interval. All eigenvalue's varieties and correlation can be understood and remembered in application. By test experiments, the new method can be used as classifier when the multi-parameters are dynamic correlation, and it has special use in the many kinds of information fusion fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning from examples is an effective method to solve non-linear classification problem [1] . Generally, data identification and classification decides by three kind of information as follows: data values, regular of change, data dependency-in particular, studying the dynamic correlation is very difficult to use to describe traditional mathematical models, because of the non-linear, non-deterministic and its illegibility [2] . Recently, scholars have pushed off many methods in the field of machine learning from examples, neural network machine learning from examples bear the brunt because of its flexible and simple, but it was limited by the astirngency of large-scale problems and the minimum of partial problems [3] ; Researching on the effect and processing power of other methods [4] wants to dig out the hidden important information in the dynamic changing data. The ID3 (Interactive Dichotomic version3) method of J. R. Quinlan is a static characteristic value for the study, which is very influential in the international community [5] [6] [7] . In this paper, we pushed off the MLBET (machine learning Based on Eigen-value Transition) which based on the ID3 method has the ability to machine learning eigenvalue change. The method accepts eigenvalue transition and classification of an input sample for a certain interval, the machine learning process can integrate to understand and remember the above-mentioned three kinds of information and increase the information storage capacity of decision tree to improve classification capability [8] [9] .
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF MLBET METHOD
Compared to the traditional method ID3, the most advancement of MLBET is the increasing of accepting and remembering data information. Each example accepted by MLBET contains two eigenvalues which designated for the initial and end eigenvalue in the interval. It can learn information from dynamic correlation. Each example is decomposed into a number of pairs of dual sequence features in order to ensure a balanced number of each eigenvalue. To eigendecomposition make features dual quadruple; According to information theory [10] [11] [12] , the feature of largest mutual information will be the most important factor of ability to make judgment in the study. The data is divided into multiple sub-sets, each sub-set is also divided by the most ability to make judgment until the data of sub-set is in the same kind. Doing this can get a decision tree, further training make the decision tree to be continually revised until the end of the training. When MLBET dealing with classification problems, besides based on the characteristic values, it can also make comprehensive judgment based on feature changing information in certain interval and three factors of dynamic correlation.
III. DEFINITION
The first procedure of MLBET method is multi-valued eigen-decomposition to get sequence characteristics of four values. Process of Machine learning has always been dealing with sequence characteristics of dual process.
A. Define example information Definition 1. Eigenvalue transition-eigenvalue changes from the low value to high value or high value to low value in specified interval. Definition 2. Set an example set S={ S 1 , S 2 , ．．．, S e }, the total number of example |S|=e, each ijk > of which value can take from <0, 0>, <0, 1>, <1, 0>, <1, 1>, separately remembers as V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 . Finally, eigenvalue S I can be expressed
IV. CALCULATION OF MUTUAL INFORMATION
According to definition 2, the contingency of U b happens:
and
The conditional probability of example sub-set X bd which the value of sequence characteristic <x
The probability of example sub-set F d which gets value
The probability of example set F bd which belongs to U b class and gets value V d in sequence characteristic <x
The mathematical model of information source which consists of the probability P(U i ) of information U b (b=1, 2, …g)happens is
Correspondingly, the self information of information U i is
According to the definition of information entropy and formula (6), thrusting out:
According to the definition of back proving entropy and formula (7), the back proving entropy of sequence characteristic <x
According to formula (8), the counterpart condition entropy is
According to the definition of self information and formula (7) and (9), the average of self information of sequence characteristic is
All the machine learning process consists of two parts: the decision tree generated by the basic example sets and the decision tree is constantly modified by the Machine learning of the test set data.
A. Main algorithm
(1)The example set S={S0+S1} in which S0 is basic set, S1 is testing set.
(2)Select S0, call tree-building algorithm (3)If S1 ≠ {Ф} , take S i ∈S1 arbitrarily, there are
According to the decision tree of step (2) 
B. Tree-building algorithm
(1)All of the sequence characteristic <x
ijk > in current sub-sets, according to formula (7), (9), (10)gets self information set I={I ijk (U, |V) (<x
ijk >(i=1, 2, …, n; j=1, 2, …, h; k=1, 2, …, m(j))}, take I max =max{ I ijk (U, |V)} so the counterpart sequence characteristic remember as c.
(2)Get four sub-sets:
(3)If ∃ S i1 , S i2 ∈W P , S i1 belongs to C f1 class, S i2 belongs to C f2 class, moreover C f1 ≠ C f2 , go back to (1); if ∀ S i1 , S i2 ∈W P , S i1 belongs to C f1 class, S i2 belongs to C f2 class, moreover C f1 = C f2 , the corresponding branch is C f1 class and go back to the calling.
VI. TEST OF MLBET AND ID3 METHOD

A. Example training
MLBET and ID3 methods were used separately for the condition identification of 4 # , 10 # main transformer in Hydropower Station. It can be used as Identifying three states of device: normal, dangerous and breakdown. The problem has non-linear, non-deterministic and illegibility apparently.
Because of the limit of the static eigenvalue machine learning method, such as three characteristic values: power, gas and temperature below the warning value, if the static analysis would suggest that it is absolutely safe. In fact, if power and the temperature of main transformer continued to drop over time, while the gas continued to rise, even though the value is not high, but it also shows that the main transformer may partially breakdown.
MLBET method can accurately judge this condition. Featured example S=1500, A 1 =power, A 2 =gas, A 3 =temperature; according to the division of human experts, three characteristic values are: low, low, medium, high, high; the eigenvalue is 15 after decomposition, the example number of universal set is 4 15 ; the interval take ∆t= t-t ' , each eigenvalue compose a pair of dual sequence according to the value taking on t, t ' time. ∆t=K is a constant of time interval, ∆t=0 expresses acceptance of the static characteristic value; C 1 =normal, C 2 =dangerous, C 3 =breakdown. Take S0=350, S1=1150, learn according to algorithm. This paper take 650 static eigenvalues (∆t=0) example as public set S p and 950 dynamic eigenvalues (∆t=K)example S L composed 1500 example sets of MLBET; also take 950 static eigenvalue (∆t=0)example S i composed 1500 example sets of ID3; such as table 1: 
C. Performance evaluation
The performance evaluation of two methods is as follows:
(1)Two methods can give the right judgment when the state is normal and the data is regular comparatively.
(2)In table 2, two methods can find the dangerous and breakdown when the parameter exceeds standard. For the dangerous and breakdown information is implicit in the data when the parameter below warning level, only MLBET method can give judgment. MLBET is dynamic sensitive.
(3)The breakdown which ID3 finds is in a distinct period, MLBET could find breakdown which is in the incubation period or early period. MLBET finds breakdown earlier. VII. CONCLUSION Based on our tests of MLBET and ID3 method, we can draw the conclusion as follows:
(1)The method of this paper can be used to dynamic eigenvalue and as classifier in the dynamic correlation problem. It is proved that this method improves the exact rate than ID3 method by the comparison of testing application.
(2)The method of this paper can understand and remember dynamic information, especially the dynamic correlation information. The information storage of decision tree is increasing.
(3)The example not only can take the same interval but also can take different interval. It doesn't affect the machine learning effect. When the interval is 0, this method accepts the data as eigenvalue. So this method contains ID3 method.
(4)The method of this paper has a fairly good stability for quite large-scale machine learning problems.
